Would you prefer pie or cupcakes? Preferences for data visualization designs of professionals and laypeople in graphic design
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ABSTRACT
Data visualizations come in many different forms. In this study we investigated how professionals and laypeople in graphic design rate the attractiveness and clarity of data visualizations differing in construction type (standard or non-standard) and mode of expression (pictorial or abstract). Results showed that graphic designers rate the attractiveness of non-standard and pictorial visualizations higher than standard and abstract ones, whereas the opposite is true for laypeople. As for clarity, both groups prefer standard and abstract visualizations, which is reflected in lower response times. Results also showed that overall graphic designers’ evaluations are lower than the evaluations of laypeople.
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1. Introduction

Data visualization is a rapidly developing field within both computer science and design. Information technology is making large and complex data sets available, not only for scientists, but also for wider audiences via printed mass media and the internet. Traditionally, data visualization techniques are first of all aimed at accuracy and efficiency. But also attractiveness and aesthetics are important qualities of visualizations, especially when quantitative information has to be brought to the attention of larger audiences. Professionals in graphic design are trained to visualize messages in understandable and attractive ways. Are they able to bridge the gap between usability and aesthetics? To answer this question, we asked professionals and laypeople in graphic design to read and evaluate a selection of visualizations. The selection was a representative sample of the results of a production experiment in which graphic design professionals were asked to visualize a fictitious set of election results. That way, we collected data about production preferences of professionals, as well as data about the appreciation and efficiency of different visualization designs for both professionals and laypeople in the field of graphic design.

1.1. Benefits of design research

The way designers visualize information is not well documented. The design field lacks a self-definition that can support and integrate research [1]. Design theorists have been struggling for decades to define their field and its position within divergent approaches toward research and theory building, without reaching consensus. Further, designers are used to working on the basis of intuition and experience, rather than explicit knowledge. As MacDonald-Ross [2] stated “most of the expertise in any practical art resides in people rather than on paper.” Designers, as most professional practitioners, are not used to explicitly document their methods and professional practice. They know
how they solve design problems in their professional practice the same way skilled persons know how to perform their skills: it is largely tacit knowledge [3–5]. As Schön [5] states: “When asked to describe their methods of inquiry, they speak of experience, trial and error, intuition, and muddling through” (p. 42). Still, also according to Schön and others, there are types of research that can shed light on designers’ working methods, their reasoning in action, and the resulting design choices. One of them is practice based research, e.g. examining and comparing a body of specific design cases, made in comparable situations. In the study described here we created and evaluated such a body of comparable design cases.

Designers could benefit from the insights that studies into the graphic design practice can provide, as these could enable them to move from solving one unique case after another to broader explanatory principles and solutions for similar kinds of problems [6]. Scholars and practitioners involved in information visualization for broad audiences, could benefit from insights into how information can be visualized in ways that are both understandable and appealing to these audiences. The experiment reported in this article attempts to contribute to these insights into the graphic design practice in that it studies the efficiency and appreciation of a comparable collection of visual displays. Although the collection was based on one straightforward set of quantitative data only, it shows a wide variety of design solutions, representing all major display formats available for visualizing quantitative information.

I.2. Visualizing quantitative information

Visualizations of quantitative information are ubiquitous nowadays. Since William Playfair published his first line graph in The Commercial and Political Atlas in 1786, we have grown accustomed to the use of bar, line and pie charts in newspapers and both popular magazines and scientific journals.

The visualization techniques that are so familiar to us now, have largely been developed by statisticians, especially during the rise of statistics in the 19th century. MacDonald-Ross [2] wrote an excellent review of all these kinds of data visualizations and their strengths and weaknesses. These visualization techniques have been refined during the 20th century, aided by technological developments. Statisticians, computer and other scientists have elaborately described the designs of data visualizations that allow accurate and efficient readings [7–14].

In the past decades advances in computation and in graphical display software have given a strong impulse to the development of new and interactive visualization techniques [15]. The term data visualization often refers to the visualization of large, complex, computer-generated data sets. The term can also be used in a broader sense and refer to the visualization of all kinds of quantitative information, from simple univariate to large multivariate data sets. In this article, we use the term data visualization in this broader sense. In our study, we used a data set of fictitious election results, with a total number of 150 elements (the number of available parliament seats) divided in nine categories (political parties).

I.3. Design choices and esthetic preferences

Cognitive science has contributed much to the development of models for effective display design, based on an understanding of the way people perceive and process graphs and other external representations [16–20]. Koslyn’s [21] and Ware’s [13,14] design guidelines are based on an understanding of such perceptual and cognitive processes as well. Others used empirical methods derived from cognitive science for testing and revising design principles [9,22–24]. Also other domains such as education show an interest in the design of visual displays [26]. For an extensive overview of models for effective display design and methods for testing design principles that have been informed by cognitive science, see Ref. [27].

These models and guidelines all describe principles for the design of visualizations which are supposed to be clear, efficient, accurate and coming with a cognitive cost which is as low as possible. Information visualization for a broad audience however may call for a different approach, in order to grab and retain their attention, and to persuade them to retrieve the information. Perhaps other factors than accuracy and efficiency should be considered in bringing quantitative information to the attention of larger audiences, such as aesthetics.

Several theoretical models have been proposed in recent years that focus on esthetic qualities of visual displays and aim to bridge the gap between usability and aesthetics [28–32]. When it comes to the question what esthetic criteria exactly contribute to attractiveness, a number of empirical studies have measured the effect of a variety of design variables and attributes on user preferences, such as being abstract or pictorial [33], 2D versus 3D [34,35], or having certain characteristics of works of art, like impressionist color palettes or abstract painting-like compositions [36,37]. Cawthon and Vande Moere [25] found that perceived aesthetics was positively correlated with people’s willingness to use certain data visualizations, suggesting that factors like aesthetics indeed influence the way people use visualizations. Other studies measured aesthetics in terms of subjective ratings of designs [38,39], or, on the other extreme, tried to capture esthetic quality in mathematical formulae, such as metrics for characteristics such as symmetry, balance, or complexity [40,41]. All these studies reveal divergent approaches toward the notion of aesthetics. Some treat it as characteristics contributing to clarity (and, implicitly, through clarity to esthetic experience), whereas other models treat aesthetics as design variables contributing directly to attractiveness through some sort of ‘expressiveness’ [42].

Preferences of mass media and their audiences for certain types of graph design have also been studied and are subject of an ongoing debate between designers. Zacks et al. [43] found a preference in magazines and newspapers for the use of graphs that were ‘conservative’ in style; they mainly found bar charts and occasionally pie charts, colored, but rarely with background pictures or
pictographs. They also found that, despite the ease with which 3D renderings can be made of graphs with the aid of modern computer software, magazines and newspapers still publish mostly ‘simple and elegant’ graphs; 3D renderings were hardly used. They stated that the use of simple graphs is advocated by graphic designers, thereby referring to Tufte [11]. Tufte (actually a statistician, computer scientist and an acclaimed information designer) advocates the highest data-ink ratio in data visualization, meaning that most, if not all ink should be used to present data-information. Ink spent on other things than data-information he considers ‘chartjunk’, which is of no interest to the viewer. Other studies [34] also refer to Tufte as the representative of the graphic design community, suggesting that his minimalist principles are shared by many graphic designers.

However, a look at literature that is popular among graphic designers [44–46] and at weblogs frequented by designers engaged in data visualization (e.g. visual.ly, visualizing.org, infosthetics.com), shows a different picture. A large number of data visualizations published there seems to focus not or not only at accuracy and efficiency, but at visual pleasure as well. Likewise, Norman [47] states that simplicity is highly overrated, and suggests that other factors should be considered as well, such as aesthetics and symbolism. Inbar et al. [48] measured people’s preference for standard bar graphs and minimalist versions taken from Tufte [11]. They found that people prefer non-minimalist bar graphs over the minimalist versions, but these were still simple, conventional bar charts. Bateman et al. [33] showed that people like and remember graphics in the style of Nigel Holmes, which contain a lot of illustrative ‘chartjunk’, better than the plain versions in the form of simple abstract bar and line graphs. Holmes [49], notorious for the highly illustrative information graphics he designed for Time magazine, claims that this visual embellishment is necessary to grab and hold the attention of not a priori interested readers.

In our study, we aim at collecting data from graphic design professionals and laypeople about two criteria or variables of aesthetics: construction type and mode of expression, of which the former is supposed to enhance ease of use (clarity, effectiveness), the latter to enhance attractiveness through expressive characteristics.

2. Data visualization: construction type and mode of expression

The layout of data visualizations depends, first of all, on the type of data to be represented: quantitative and geographic, quantitative and time, or quantitative and categorical data; univariate, bivariate, trivariate, or multivariate data; et cetera. Certain visualization or ‘mapping’ techniques are more adequate for representing certain types of data or some levels of complexity of data. For example, a bar chart is apt for representing quantitative data in relation to categorical data, whereas a line graph is more apt for representing quantitative data in relation to time (trends) [50]. Still, one and the same data set can be represented by various different graphic forms, for example, both a bar and a pie chart.

Several authors have come up with taxonomies of data visualizations, often based on data types to be represented. Cleveland [51] classified graphics as depicting one, two, or three variables. Tufte [11] classified graphics as being relational, i.e. linking two or more variables, or not. Some classifications are based on both data type and function. Cleveland and McGill [9] and Shneiderman [52] categorized data visualizations according to data type and exploratory task. Other taxonomies, like the one of MacDonald-Ross [2], are functional in nature, and focus on intended use of the diagrams. And yet others developed structural taxonomies, based on the diagrams’ physical structure [7, 43, 53].

For the purpose of this study we focused on two criteria related to the discussion above about minimal vs. less minimal design: the construction type and the mode of expression: (i) The construction type of a visual representation can be standard or non-standard and (ii) the expression mode of a visual representation can either be abstract or it can include pictorial elements. These criteria will be explained below.

2.1. Construction type: standard vs. non-standard

In many situations data sets consist of a combination of categorical (nominal) and quantitative data. As Zacks et al. [43] showed, such data are usually visualized in the form of bar and pie charts in printed mass media. A bar chart allows quick and easy comparison of the values of each category, by comparing the lengths of the bars. A pie chart allows comparing the proportions of each category to the whole, by estimating the angles of the segments. In the study reported below, we started from this standard situation, and developed a data set fitting this situation: the results of elections. The data set consisted of a total number of parliament seats (n = 150, 100%), subdivided in the number of seats of nine political parties. We predicted that these data would be visualized mainly by these two standard construction types, bars or pies (see Fig. A1 for examples), and based this prediction on the observation that television programs, newspapers and many other sources of election news use bar and pie charts as a standard for presenting election results. Bar charts are also classified as ‘standard constructions’ in the theories of Bertin [7], one of the most influential theorists in the field of graphic design semiotics. In his view, standard constructions are the most efficient for presenting these kind of data. Bertin classified the pie chart as a ‘special construction’ (i.e. not the most efficient, which is the bar chart) along with donuts, stacked and divided bars, area charts and polar charts. However, recent studies [54] showed that pie charts can be as efficient as bar charts, depending on the task at hand. Therefore, we chose to consider both the bar and the pie chart as the standard type, the bar chart being more apt for estimating differences among parts and the pie chart more apt for estimating proportions of parts to the whole, and both being ubiquitous in mass media nowadays in showing election results and all kinds of similar data sets.

In order to test whether bars and pies indeed represent the standard, we carried out a production experiment.
We asked 41 students majoring in graphic design (19 male, 22 female) at AKVSt.Joost, Avans University to visualize the election data described above. Each participant received a briefing on paper, instructing them to visualize the given data set in an understandable and attractive way for a broad audience. They were instructed to imagine their visualization would be published in the monthly magazine of one of the political parties (ALP) on A4 maximum, full-color. All the respondents received the same data set with only one small variation in their task: for half of the respondents, the ALP was the second largest party (28 seats), for the other half the second smallest (10 seats). They worked for about 1 h on average in the classroom, individually, without cooperation and without consulting the internet. Participants were told that digital work was preferred, but they could choose to hand in sketches on paper if they wanted.

Results showed that 70% (n=29) of all visualizations used bars or pies as basic design, with a dominance for bars over pies (26 vs. 3). Only 15 of these represented the data accurately. Following Tufte [11] we consider a display accurate if (i) the spatial proportions in the display are directly proportional to the numerical quantities (proportionality condition) and (ii) if the represented portions have a common scale and origin (common scale condition). The other 14 cases used pies or bars to represent portions or somehow organized portions in a left-right or top-bottom fashion just like in a bar graph, but they either lacked a common scale (as in Fig. A1 (11)) or represented the proportions between parties inaccurately (as in the cup cake example, Fig. A1 (12)). Apart from bars and pies the graphic design students produced 12 designs based on non-standard formats (4 area, 3 polar, and 5 stacked and divided bar charts), 8 of which accurately represented the data (as in Fig. A1 (19)).

2.2. Expression mode: pictorial vs. abstract

As Zacks et al. [43] showed, most data visualizations (bar and pie charts) that are published in printed mass media are ‘simple’, i.e. abstract, not containing any pictorial elements. There are however designers, like Nigel Holmes, who produce data visualizations that contain ‘visual embellishment’, and as Bateman et al. [33] showed, people seem to like this kind of visualizations. As we expected that the graphic designers would not limit themselves to abstract designs, we decided to also distinguish between data visualizations in ‘mode of expression’ [55,56]. Mode of expression refers to the extent to which graphic objects in visualizations are pictorial (ranging from highly realistic to schematic) or non-pictorial (abstract). This difference is similar to the distinction between figurative, being high in pictorial detail, and non-figurative, being highly schematized [57], or iconic vs. symbolic [58]. With pictorial we mean that a visualization contains graphic objects that depict recognizable physical objects or scenes.

The production experiment described above confirmed that designers to a large extent use pictorial elements in their representations. Of the 41 visualizations 25 were classified as abstract (as in Fig. A1 (2)) and 16 as pictorial, with for example bars representing hats (no. 1) or a pie as a balloon (no. 8). 3 of the 25 abstract visualizations represented the data inaccurately (e.g. Fig. A1 (19)); of the pictorial ones, 8 were inaccurate (e.g. Fig. A1(20)).

3. Evaluation study

3.1. Goals and expectations

As the studies above show, little is known about designers’ and audiences’ preferences for characteristics of data visualizations. The fact that magazines and newspapers publish mainly simple bar and pie charts does not mean that this is what their readers prefer. Perhaps it says more about budget and time constraints, as it is easy to produce simple bar and pie charts with contemporary software. The studies that compared preferences of users largely compared standard Microsoft Excel graph design options [34], or minimalist versus non-minimalist but still simple bar and pie charts [48]. But, as designers know, there are many other ways to represent data. Further, still little is known about the effect of expressive design variables such as being pictorial on the design’s efficiency and about the way perceived attractiveness and efficiency interact and affect viewers’ preferences.

In practice, graphs and charts for magazines and newspapers are being made by a variety of designers, like graphic designers or interaction designers, or, if simple, by journalists themselves. Graphic designers however are specifically trained to be able to convey information with visual means. They are supposed to be able to visualize ideas and information in ways that are both understandable and attractive, and to tailor their designs to the needs of their audiences. It would therefore be interesting to know to what extent graphic designers do indeed meet the needs of their audiences, and to what extent designers and laypeople share ideas about what constitutes a ‘good’ data visualization. Therefore, we carried out an evaluation experiment in which we asked professionals and laypeople in graphic design to evaluate data visualizations differing in construction type (standard or non-standard) and expression mode (pictorial or abstract). Also, we asked them to perform a small scale information retrieval task so as to test the speed with which they read information from these different visualization designs.

As standard types of visualizations are the types that laypeople are accustomed to, we expected laypeople to appreciate standard types more than graphic designers, who are more experienced in reading visual information. We also expected that the clarity, or efficiency, of the standard designs (the ease with which they could be read in the information retrieval task) would positively influence laypeople’s overall appreciation. We expected graphic design professionals to have higher appreciation for non-standard types than for standard types, because of the relatively high number of non-standard types they produced in the production task. Further, we predicted that professionals and laypeople in graphic design appreciate pictorial visualizations more than abstract ones, based on the study by Bateman et al. [33] and on the number of pictorial visualizations designed in the production task.
As for efficiency, we expected shorter response times in the information retrieval task with standard than with non-standard types of design. Further, we aimed to find answers to the question why laypeople and designers appreciate certain types of data visualizations more than others.

3.2. Method

Professionals and laypeople in graphic design were asked to carry out four evaluation tasks (3 rating tasks and a selection task) and one performance task (information retrieval task).

3.2.1. Participants

Participants were 30 students majoring in graphic design (14 male, 16 female) at AKV/St.Joost, Avans University, who volunteered to take part in the experiment and had not participated in the production experiment, and 41 students majoring in communication and economic studies (15 male, 26 female) at Tilburg University.

3.2.2. Materials

We selected 20 out of the 41 visualizations produced in the production experiment (see Fig. A1). As to the expression mode, half of them were pictorial, half abstract. As to the construction type, 9 were standard constructions accurately representing the election data (nos. 1–9), 4 were inaccurate standard constructions (10–13), 5 accurate non-standard constructions (14–18) and two inaccurate non-standard constructions (19–20). Apart from that, the selection contained all construction types produced in the production experiment (12 bars, 2 pies, 1 stacked bar, 1 polar chart, and 4 area charts). As some of the selected visualizations were originally produced on paper, they were digitalized for the experiment. As we wanted respondents to base their appreciation and performance on visual and design aspects of the visualizations, we removed all numeric information (numbers etc.). E-prime software was used to control the random presentation of the visualizations in the different tasks, and to collect the response times (button press) for the information retrieval task.

For the selection and explanation task, an overview of all 20 visualizations was printed on an A1 sheet of paper, randomly ordered.

3.2.3. Procedure

Respondents took part in the experiment individually. The experiment took about 30 min. Respondents were seated in front of a computer, and were instructed to carry out a number of tasks related to data visualizations. Each task was preceded by a written instruction on the screen, followed by two trials in which participants learned what buttons to use for answering the questions. After these short exercises the experimental tasks started, in the order as described below.

3.2.3.1. Attractiveness rating. In task 1, respondents were asked to rate each visualization’s attractiveness. They were shown each visualization in a random order for 3 s. After each presentation, a new screen appeared with a five point scale (very unattractive to very attractive). Once the respondents marked one option, the next visualization appeared.

3.2.3.2. Information retrieval. In task 2, respondents were instructed that in each visualization the ALP had become either the second largest party or the second smallest party. They were asked to ‘read’ each visualization and answer as quickly as possible (by mouse-clicking button W for won or L for lost on the screen) whether the ALP had become the second largest (W) or the second smallest (L) party. After pressing the button, a new visualization appeared.

3.2.3.3. Clarity rating. Task 3 was the same as task 1, except for the five point scale (very unclear to very clear) and the duration of the display of each visualization: 5 s. Respondents were asked to rate each visualization’s perceived clarity. As they performed this task after the information retrieval task, it was supposed that they would base this judgment on the ease with which they had been able to retrieve the information from each visualization.

3.2.3.4. Overall rating. Task 4 was similar to 1 and 3: the respondents had to give an overall mark on a 10-point scale (extremely bad – extremely good). They were instructed that this mark reflected their opinion about the overall quality of the visualization, all things considered. Visualizations appeared in a random order one by one. Visualizations were displayed until participants marked them on a ten point scale presented below on the screen, after which the next visualization appeared.

After that, the respondents were asked to sit at another table where all visualizations were presented together on one A1 page.

3.2.3.5. Selection task. In task 5 respondents were presented with all visualizations on one A1 page; they were asked to select the three designs they appreciated most, all things considered, and the three they appreciated least. Afterwards they were asked to explain their selection. Responses were audio recorded.

3.2.3.6. Data analysis. For the rating tasks (tasks 1, 3 and 4) as well as for the information retrieval task (task 2), the data were aggregated by construction type, expression mode and participant. Means were compared using univariate analysis of variance. Response times higher than two standard deviations from the mean were considered outliers and were left out of the analysis.

As we did not provide respondents with numerical information, nor with prior information about the election results, we were not interested in the correctness of their information retrieval task. Responses showed no effects of type, mode or design experience. For almost all items the answer (won or lost) was correct in 80–100% of the cases, with three notorious exceptions: nos. 12 and 13 which did not show any information about proportions, and one deceiving one (no. 17), that placed the losing party at the top of a pyramid.
As for construction type, we compared two groups of items: on the one hand, all items with a standard construction type (bar/pie, nos. 1–13); on the other hand the items using a non-standard design (nos. 14–20). That way, each group consists of visualizations which accurately represent the data (standard: nos. 1–9, non-standard: nos. 14–18) and inaccurate visualizations (standard: nos. 10–13; non-standard: nos. 19–20). We did not expect accuracy to play a major role, as respondents were unaware of the exact proportions of the election results. This expectation was confirmed when we repeated the analyses below leaving out all inaccurate items. This analysis showed the same effects as the analyses reported below.

For the selection task (task 5), the responses of each participant were listed. Participants were allowed to give more than one reason for selecting a visualization, e.g. it is clear and attractive. This resulted in a list containing at least three reasons (for three selected visualizations) for the ‘best of’ selection and at least three reasons for the ‘worst of’ selection per participant. The explanations for the best of selection were clustered into three categories of reasons: Clear (e.g., it is clear, easy to read, you see the differences at a glance), Attractive (e.g., it is attractive, funny, beautiful, nicely looking), and Different (e.g., it is unusual, different, not standard, unconventional). Likewise, the explanations for the worst of selection were clustered in two categories: Unclear (e.g. it is not clear, it is very unclear, I can't see what it is about, I don't understand it, there is no information) and Unattractive (e.g., it is ugly, unattractive). When participants gave more than one reason, each one was counted. Only a few infrequent comments could not be classified in one of these categories (n = 19; 3.5%). They were disregarded.

The results of this explanation part were analyzed using an independent-samples T test.

3.3. Results

3.3.1. Rating tasks and information retrieval task

Table 1 shows the results for the rating tasks and the response times in the information retrieval task. Results are reported separately for type and mode.

3.3.1.1. Construction type. Attractiveness rating: There was a main effect of design experience (F(1, 280)=5.74, p < .05); laypeople gave higher attractiveness ratings than design professionals. There was a marginal effect of type (F(1, 280)=3.51, p = .06) and a significant interaction between design experience and type (F(1, 280)=7.36, p < .001). Based on the latter, we performed a split analysis for both groups. This analysis showed that both for the design professionals and for the laypeople there was a significant effect of type on attractiveness rating (professionals: F(1, 118)=26.30, p < .001; laypeople: F(1, 162)=51.57, p < .001). As expected, the design professionals rated non-standard visualizations higher than standard ones, whereas laypeople rated standard visualizations higher than non-standard ones.

Clarity rating: There was a main effect of type on clarity rating (F(1, 280)=49.96, p < .001), with standard types being rated higher than non-standard ones by both design professionals and laypeople. There was no effect of design experience (F(1, 280)=1.15, p = .28), neither an interaction between design experience and type (F < 1).

Overall rating: The analysis of variance showed a main effect of design experience (F(1, 280)=4.04, p < .05) and type (F(1, 280)=6.71, p < .05) on overall rating. Laypeople gave higher overall grades than design professionals. Also, there was a significant interaction between design experience and type (F(1, 280)=23.96, p < .001). A split analysis showed a significant effect of type on overall rating for the laypeople (F(1, 162)=31.63, p < .001). Laypeople rated standard types higher than non-standard types.

Response times: There was a main effect of type on response times (F(1, 279)=57.45, p < .001). Response times were higher for non-standard than for standard types. There was no effect of design experience (F < 1), neither an interaction between design experience and type (F < 1).

3.3.1.2. Expression mode. Attractiveness rating: There was a main effect of design experience (F(1, 280)=4.73, p < .05). Laypeople gave higher ratings than design professionals. There was no effect of mode (F < 1), but there was a significant interaction between mode and design experience (F(1, 280)=14.53, p < .001). Based on the latter, a split analysis was performed, which showed an effect of mode on attractiveness rating for both design professionals and laypeople (professionals: F(1, 118)=10.54, p < .05; laypeople: F(1, 162)=4.66, p < .05). Design professionals rated pictorial visualizations higher than abstract ones, whereas laypeople rated abstract visualizations higher than pictorial ones.

Clarity rating: There was a main effect of mode on clarity rating (F(1, 280)=63.53, p < .001). Abstract visualizations were rated higher than pictorial ones. There was no effect of design experience (F(1, 280)=1.19, p = .28) and no interaction between design experience and mode (F < 1).

Overall rating: The analysis showed a main effect of design experience on the overall rating (F(1, 280)=3.94, p < .05). Designers gave lower ratings than laypeople. There was also a main effect of mode on the overall rating (F(1, 280)=15.54, p < .001) and a significant interaction between mode and design experience (F(1, 280)=8.78, p < .05). A split analysis showed an effect of mode on overall rating for the laypeople (F(1, 162)=25.50, p < .001): laypeople rated abstract visualizations higher than pictorial ones.

Response times: There was a main effect of mode on response times (F(1, 279)=31.81, p < .001). Response times were higher for pictorial visualizations than for abstract ones. There was no effect of design experience (F < 1) and no interaction between the two factors (F < 1).

3.3.2. Selection task and explanation

3.3.2.1. Selection task. The selection task resulted in a list of most and least appreciated visualizations by graphic design professionals and laypeople. Table 2 presents the top 5 of most and least appreciated designs. This top 5 represents the 5 visualizations that were mentioned most often as being one of the three best and one of the three worst of all twenty visualizations.
As expected, laypeople appreciate standard types of construction more than deviating types: all visualizations chosen as best are standard. The graphic design professionals, on the other hand, appreciate non-standard types more (4 out of 5). Also as expected, the professionals seem to appreciate pictorial types more than abstract types: the majority (3 out of 5) is pictorial. On the hand, the laypeople chose only one pictorial type, suggesting they appreciate abstract types more than pictorial ones. The two groups have only one preference for a visualization in common, namely for a standard bar chart adding a little bit of pictorial fun.

The worst of selection task shows a much higher degree of overlap between laypeople and professionals. In their dislikes, the laypeople and the designers agree on three visualizations (Fig. A1 (12, 13, and 20)). All three are deviating in that proportionality is distorted; two of them, a row of cupcakes and a series of chairs (nos. 12 and 13), do not show any differences in proportions at all.

3.3.2.2. Explanation task. Designers and laypeople differ significantly in the reasons they give for their choices, as is shown in Table 3 below. When asked to explain why they appreciate certain visualizations more than the others, professionals mention attractiveness more often than laypeople (t(69)=3.19, p=.002), whereas laypeople mention clarity more often than professionals (t(69)=4.06, p = .001). Further, professionals tend to mention ‘being different’ more often than laypeople as a reason for appreciation (t(69)=2.06, p = .05).

Also in the reasons they give for their choices of least appreciated visualizations professionals and laypeople differ significantly. Being unclear is mentioned more often by laypeople (t(69)=3.35, p = .001), whereas unattractiveness is more often a reason for dislike for professionals (t(69)=3.59, p = .001).

4. Discussion

The results show clear differences between the two target groups in the study: professionals rate the attractiveness of non-standard and pictorial visualizations higher than standard and abstract versions. Laypeople prefer standard and abstract visualizations. The clarity ratings do not follow the same pattern: standard and abstract visualizations are preferred for both target groups. For laypeople, the overall ratings of visualizations are in line with their attractiveness ratings, with higher ratings for standard and abstract visualizations. For professionals, there is no significant
The difference between types and modes. The response times for the two groups are in line with their clarity ratings: longer response times for the non-standard and pictorial visualizations. As expected, design professionals show a clear preference for non-standard types of visualizations, whereas laypeople prefer standard types.
These results largely follow our expectations, except on one point: laypeople do not appreciate pictorial visualizations more than abstract ones, as we expected on the basis of the results found by Bateman et al. [33]. In their study the pictorial visualizations were colorful, whereas the abstract versions were very plain, black and white graphs, which may have influenced participants’ preferences for pictorial versions. In our study, they actually preferred the standard and abstract types of visualizations as they are usually published in mass media. Still, one standard and pictorial design is among the most appreciated ones, both in the group of laypeople and in the group of graphic design professionals. This suggests that there may be a type of design, both standard (easily readable) and pictorial, that both the laypeople and the graphic design professionals appreciate.

Looking at the designs that both groups chose as worst, two designs stand out for the fact that both designers and laypeople think that these are bad visualizations and they agree on the reason why: these designs show no information about proportions at all. One only shows cupcakes, one differing in color, which seems to indicate that one is a winner. The other shows only two rows of chairs (seats), also with one differing in color. Both designs are non-descript in terms of proportionality: they do not show any differences in proportions at all.

The fact that the majority of the types least appreciated by the designers is pictorial, may be caused by the fact that these two non-informative designs happened to be pictorial types. Also, the fact that response times were longer for pictorial types, may be caused by the fact that these made up for the majority of the visualizations that were disproportional or lacked a common scale (5 of 6). Apparently, disproportionality and/or lack of a common scale cause more interpretation difficulty.

Both groups differ also clearly in the reasons they give for their preferences. The laypeople put more emphasis on clarity, whereas the design professionals attach more value to attractiveness. The fact that laypeople put more emphasis on clarity may account at least in part for their preference for standard types. After all, standard types are by definition the most efficient, easiest to read. This is confirmed by the fact that response times in the information retrieval task were higher for non-standard types than for standard types.

In all, the results show that there is a clear difference in preferences for design types between graphic design professionals and laypeople in graphic design. Especially the difference in preference for standard and non-standard types of visualizations raises questions about the extent to which graphic designers can indeed bridge the gap between usability and aesthetics in data visualization. The design professionals do not value clarity that much, they value attractiveness more. If it is among designers’ tasks to tailor designs to the needs of their audiences, this means they would do well to make sure they test their designs before publishing. It is common among designers to ‘test’ designs in an informal way, often among fellow designers in the design company, or friendly colleagues. However, testing designs among a group of laypeople in the field of graphic design might yield valuable insights into the way their designs are appreciated by their audiences.

There are some limitations to the study we reported on. The preferences in this study were studied using one specific set of data, election results, so generalizations should be made with caution. On the other hand, the fact that election results are such a common kind of data to be visualized in mass media, and the visualizations used in the evaluation study show such a wide variety of designs, give reason to believe that similar results would be found with other, similar (category × quantity) data sets.

Further, materials and tasks used in this experiment did not enable us to unambiguously determine the effect of non-standard construction type and inaccuracy in data presentation. These variables can better be tested using constructed materials in which these two variables are varied more systematically, by using a better balance between evaluation and retrieval tasks and by providing respondents with prior knowledge about the data represented in the visualizations.

Appendix

See Appendix Fig. A1.
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